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When Navy SEAL Sydney Martin feels her twin sister die, she knows that she has her work cut out

for her in finding who murdered her. When she gets a delayed text, asking her to protect something,

she vows to do just that.What she didn't know was that her investigation would involve her sister's

best friend, computer programmer Chance O'Neil, and that they would end up running for their lives

in search of the truth all while falling in love.Would they be able to bring the guilty parties to justice

before they are caught or will it all be for naught?
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I liked it but way too many typos and grammatical errors. I realize it was self published but get

everyone you know to proofread. Also, I buy these books for the sex, but too much sex and not

enough action. It was a great idea and I liked the characters.

Love it.



Jenny's is an awesome story teller and I'm waiting so patiently for the next book

I am an avid reader and A Sister's Wish was beautiful and extremely griping I couldn't put it down.

The book was set at a perfect pace with just the right amount of detail. While I did get confused at

the first of the book with a couple things once I truly dove in I couldn't put it down! I can't wait to read

more by this author!

Having been in the military, I can certainly see where CPO Sydney Martin comes from when trying

to balance duty and personal and family problems; I've been there, although not to her extent. I've

also been in the situation where I told myself I just was *not* going to fall in love, but the heart wants

what the heart wants. This story to me was very, very personal, and my first novel by Ms. Slaughter.

I will say her attention to military detail was quite astute, which makes me wonder if she's a brilliant

researcher, a military veteran, or both. It was definitely an "I can't put this book down" novel, and

one where just as you thought you had figured out each piece, you found out you didn't quite have it

right, and that there was a new bit of intrigue that took off in a slightly different direction. The two

main characters, Sydney and Chance, are such strong women which a always love of mine, yet

they have singular frailties which give their characters vulnerabilities at the same time, making them

not only human, but almost as if any reader could be one of them in some ways. This book definitely

gets my best marks, and I shall endeavor to read more of Ms. Slaughter's books in future.

...wasn't bad either just boring. A lot of grammar mistakes. Characters were boring.Honestly, there's

plenty other lesbian romance that's better written.The other reviews giving out five stars and then

commenting that there's grammar mistakes and giving excuses....just no.It's the author's job to

make sure these mistakes are not included into the final draft. That's why people PROOF READ.

How can you call yourself a reviewer ? you give five stars when you know there are

mistakes?Seeing more and more of this trend where people just gives full marks when the story

doesn't deserve it. It's a shame cause this misleads people in spending their hard earned money on

bad stories./rant over

I don't often write a lot of reviews, as many of the kindle books I've read I should. But I have to

mention the sample I read was painful. The plot line is basically G.I. Jane, with a lesbian twist and

some humor. I really wish the writer would have had anyone with a military background or clue read

some part off this book before she finished it. Between an uneven storyline and horrible editing (why



she keeps referring to the main character as the SEAL and two sentences later by her name I'll

never understand). The twin sister is murdered mere days before and the butch "SEAL" is sleeping

with the best friend after only having met the day before. The sample alone is absurd, I wish the

writer luck in her next book but at least try a different group to review her book. This book should be

free just to get the writer some face time.

Thought this sounded like an interesting book and selected it even though it had no reviews at the

time. It has a totally unrealistic plot, repetitive phrases and seemingly no editing. Could not decide if

the author intended a mystery or an erotic novel and this is neither. The "Seal", who is in the Middle

East, is so close to her twin that she actually feels acute pain at the time of the twin's death. After

returning to the U.S. for the funeral , she becomes sexually involved with her twin's close friend

within 1 day and kinda loses track of the reason she came back. These 2 women have sex many

times a day and everywhere they go (what about the sister who was just murdered??).
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